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Abstract: 

Usability tests have shown that users often 
get lost very easily on the Internet when 
looking for information. However, we still 
know very little about why this is so and how 
it can be avoided. The goal of our research is 
to develop an empirically-based model of 
web searching, to help explain how people 
search for information on the Web and to 
develop guidelines for supporting Web 
searching. Towards this goal we have 
developed a framework which characterises 
the users' characteristics, the task and the 
information presented, and the interaction 
between them. We have also conducted a 
study addressing some of the research 
questions emerging from our framework. The 
analysis of our data from this study focused 
on the cognitive strategies followed by the 
users, their level of experience and the type of 
searching task. To analyse the dependencies 
between these factors we applied the External 
Cognition framework (Scaife and Rogers, 
1996). Using this framework we also analysed 
how external representations presented to 
users could explain some of the main 
problems that they experienced during the 
searching task. 

Key Definitions:
goal - to develop an empirically based model of web searching to explain how people search for 
information on the web

focused on: 
1. cognitive strategies of users
2. users level of experience
3. type of searching task

Interactivity Framework - studies information searching w/n the web context; 3 factors that are 
focused on include:

1. the users' experience and cognitive strategies
2. the type of searching task
3. how the information is presented and interacted with the users

external cognition - the focus of this paper refers to the cognitive interplay b/w internal / external 
representations; in other words how people integrate representations

it is critical to study the interaction b/w the info. presented to the users and their internal representations 
versus previous works focus on graphical representation processing has emphasized the importance of 
studying the interaction b/w the internal / external structures

- very little systematic research has been conducted to study how these technical improvements influence 
the users interaction with multimedia systems in general

- most research has focused on the technical aspects of the interacting with the web

computational offloading - the extent to which different external representations reduce or increase the 
amt of cognitive effort required to understand or reason about what is being represented; 3 types: re-
representation graphical constraining, and temporal & spatial constraining

temporal and spatial constraining - the way different representations can make processes and events 
more relevant when distributed over time and space

two different task scenarios
1. specific fact finding
2. exploration of availability

re-representation - a. how different external representations (with the same abstract structure) make 
problem-solving easier or more difficult B. how strategies and representations are selected / used by 
individuals (with their varying in efficiency)

graphical constraining - how graphical elements in a graphical representation can control inferences 
made re: a represented concept

Participants had to complete a questionnaire that focused on: 
1. computer experience
2. memory re: search paths
3. knowledge about web searching
4. satisfaction levels when surfing / searching on web

Bottom Up Strategy - users look for a specific keyword that they were provided with in instructions (for 
experienced user)

top down strategy - users search in a general area and then narrow down their search until they found 
what they are looking for
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